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Our
Mission

NVC International's philosophy revolves around people, sincerity, and sticking to the fundamentals. It
is to understand our customers and to offer optimum solutions and new experiences through
ceaseless innovation, thus helping our customers lead better lives.

We strive to provide excellent service and expertise while building a meaningful relationship with
customers based on professionalism, trust, and mutual respect.
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Company
Profile

Founded in 1998, we started as NVC Lighting Technology Corporation. NVC Lighting provides our 
customers with comprehensive and professional lighting solutions. We pay close attention to the 
developing trends of the industry and establish strategic cooperation with many professional organisa-
tions in the lighting industry. NVC Lighting has collaborated with many leading solution providers to 
deliver signature projects across the globe. This makes NVC Lighting a global market leader with 
recognised expertise in the manufacturing and application of innovative LED lighting solutions.
 
Currently, our corporate headquarters is located in Hong Kong, SAR. To enhance our presence in the 
world and deliver our commitments, we have established regional headquarters in Huizhou, Singapore, 
Chicago, and Birmingham. In late 2019, NVC Lighting’s global identity was transformed into NVC interna-
tional, in line with the company’s ambition to become a global juggernaut. 

NVC International isn't just a company offering lighting services; NVC International has a massive portfo-
lio of brands under its ownership. We aim to be a one-stop home innovation solutions provider that 
offers multiple services and products to our customers. Customers will turn to NVC International for 
flexible and innovative solutions. It’s the No. 1 priority in NVC International.

Our innovation strategy is focused on ensuring our customers and stakeholders are at the heart of what 
we do as we become the utility of the future. NVC International believes in the power of innovation to 
enhance all aspects of our business and to deliver benefits to our customers.

Regional Headquarters
Chicago, US

Regional Headquarters
& Design Centre
Birmingham, UK

Regional Headquarters
Singapore

Corporate Headquarters
HongKong, China

Country Office
Tokyo, Japan

Regional Headquarters
HuiZhou, China

R&D Centre
Lamps Manufacturing Base

ZheJiang, China

R&D Centre
Drivers Manufacturing Base

ShangHai, China

Manufacturing Base
Hanoi, Vietnam

Thailand

R&D Centre
Manufacturing Base

ZhuHai, China

Branch Office
Vancouver, Canada

Atlanta, US

Country Office
Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

Jakarta, Indonesia

NVC International‘s 
Global Blueprint
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CONTENT

Part-A P3-P14
Intelligent Lighting
• Influence of light environment on people

• The value of intelligent lighting

• Intelligent lighting, unstoppable

• Principle of NVC intelligent lighting control system

• Functions of NVC intelligent lighting control system 

• Features of NVC intelligent lighting control system

• Framework diagram of NVC intelligent lighting control system 

Part-B P15-P35
NVC Intelligent Lighting Control System

• Office intelligent lighting solutions

• School intelligent lighting solutions

• Hospital intelligent lighting solutions

• Business intelligent lighting solutions

• Real estate intelligent lighting solutions

• Industrial warehouse intelligent lighting solutions

Part-C P36-P50
Industry Intelligent Lighting Solutions

• Intelligent control system products

Part-C P36-P50
Product Introduction
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Influence of light environment on human

Human spend more than 60% of their time indoors, and this 
proportion is as high as 80% in cities. More than 80% of 
human's access to outside information comes from vision. For 
humans, vision is the most intuitive cognitive system among 
the five conventional sensory systems.

Visual Channel

Rod Cells

Red Cone Cell

Green Cone Cell

Blue Cone Cell

In 2002, in addition to rod-shaped cells and cone-shaped cells, scientific research also found a third type of 
photoreceptor cells in human eyes, photoreceptor retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs).

Light can be transmitted to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) through ipRGCs on the retina, and then act 
on the pineal gland via the ventricular nucleus and supraspinal ganglion to promote and inhibit the content 
of melatonin, thereby regulating the body's circadian rhythm and internal metabolism balance.

Melatonin plays a decisive role in sleep and the pace of life (between hypothalamus and anterior thalamus)

Melatonin: Increased levels in the blood can make people tired and sleepy.

Cortisol: Provides energy, concentrates and enhances immunity

Alertness: The length of time a person maintains concentration or raises vigilance while performing a task.

6          12           18          24            6           12          18          24           6 6          12           18          24            6           12          18          24           6

Melatonin Cortisol Alertness

In 2017, because of the discovery of "the molecular mechanism that controls the circadian rhythm", three American scientists 
won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. The scientific theory of human biological rules and cognitive performance is 
obviously affected by the light environment. Of the lighting industry. "Human Centric lighting" has become one of the import-
ant connotations of lighting development.

Visual Hub

Pineal Gland

Superior Cervical Ganglion

Suprachiasmatic Nucleus (SCN)

Hypothalamic Bundle
Spinal Cord

Visual Channel

Non-Visual Channel

Light Source

Intelligent lighting refers to the realization of different effects of lighting 
through embedded computers and the use of IOT technology to meet the 

various requirements of the light environment

Automatic 
dimming

Illuminance 
consistency

Utilization of 
natural lighting

Intelligent 
transformation of 
lighting environ-

ment

Too often, setting up and using these systems in the most beneficial ways are locked behind complex interfaces or 
complicated procedures. With this in mind, NVC has worked to make configuration and control easier.
At NVC International, we have the deep expertise and range of systems to transform your goals into effective lighting 
applications needs.

6 7
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1. The system can control the illuminance according to different requirements of condition and 
time for lighting.

NVC Intelligent Control System can help you save energy cost

In the preparation 
stage, the time 
controller will 
switch on part of 
the light circuits 
automatically.

Partial light on

During Lunch break, 
switch off some light 
circuits, and provide 
appropriate lunch 
break illumination 
reduce unnecessary 
waste.

Partial light on

During normal 
working hours, 
switched on all 
light circuits.

All light on

During normal 
working hours, 
switched on all 
light circuits.

All light on

After work,  switch 
off all light circuits 
automatically to 
avoid energy waste.

All light off

2. Intelligently sensing the natural light, which adjusts to compensate brightness while saving energy

Light sensor

Light sensor

Indoor lighting effect

Indoor lighting effect

Indoor lighting effect

Light sensor

A bright outdoors leads to 
the majority of light circuits
switching off.

A oartially bright outdoors 
switches off a minority of 
light circuits.

An outdoors that lacks
brightness switches on the 
majority of light circuits.

3. The occupancy sensor is used to interact with smart lighting. When the sensor detects someone in 
the area, the lighting control system adjusts the corresponding lighting automatically.

Once somebody 
came into washroom, 
the light and exhaust 
fan switch on.

Once left, after the 
delayed shutdown time, 
the lighting is turned off, 
and the exhaust fan is 
further delayed off.

In Out

In Out

Delayed OFF time
10s - 30min

1. Use mobile phones, tablets, PCs and other control lighting compatible devices to utilise the system.
2. Scene-based intelligent strategy, a one-click setting which is simple and fast.
3. Remote operation - No need to go onsite to control luminaires, reducing labour and time costs.
4. If there is a problem with any luminaires, the system will automatically notify the alarm, saving daily maintenance costs.

Intelligent operation management to reduce costs

Scene-based 
intelligent strategy

Remote control Multi-user permission 
management

From simple wall-mounted dimmers to comprehensive lighting management software systems, NVC intelligent lighting control 
system offers the right control solution for all of your lighting needs. NVC control system allows you to enhance comfort, 
support tasks, ensure the safe navigation of spaces, and save energy. Combining digital show controllers with color-changing 
and tunable white light LED luminaires allows you to transform environments with dynamic, full-color light shows. 

The value of intelligent lighting

The NVC intelligent lighting control system can simulate changes in the sunlight colours intelligently, creating a "natural rhythm" 

lighting environment that is beneficial to human health and comfort.

In the meanwhile, the NVC intelligent lighting control system can be widely used in different industries  providing a lighting 

environment that integrate with human “physical rhythm” to improve people’s work efficiency.

Evening

Midnight

Deep sleep Light sleep

Noon

Morning

Wake up

High 
alertness

Optimal 
coordination

8 9



With the accelerated development of global urbanization, people are increasingly pressing for more inclusive, safer, recoverable 
and sustainable development. Intelligent lighting, as an important part of intelligent city, will be the future direction of lighting 
industry.
Today, with the emergence of technologies, new technologies such as solid-state lighting, the IoT, sensors and information 
technology have gradually matured, and now the intelligent lighting  can detected environmental changes, automatically adjust 
light intensity, and make scenes in the system in every scenarios. The intelligent environment greatly improves the quality of 
lighting and at the same time enables energy saving and emission reduction.

According to the latest data, the global smart lighting market was close to US$4.3 billion in 2017, with a year-on-year growth rate 
of 95%. It is expected to reach US$9.1 billion in 2020. In recent years, with the maturity of technology and products and the 
popularization of related concepts, smart lighting application scenarios have become increasingly rich, including commercial, 
industrial lighting, residential lighting and public lighting and other fields.
Intelligent lighting was first used in the public domain to improve the city's energy utilization rate and bring practical benefits to 
the city. Smart lighting has been widely used in the industrial and commercial fields, greatly increasing the added value of 
lighting products, providing long-term growth momentum for the industry, and relying on intelligent control To achieve 
energy-saving purposes; smart lighting applications in the residential and real estate fields have the fastest growth rate. The 
smart home lighting industry has gradually matured and plays an important role in improving the quality of life and working 
efficiency. The application of smart home lighting will become more common.

Intelligent lighting is unstoppable

Intelligent lighting in various fields

People pay more attention to the quality of living environment, the application of smart lighting will become more common as 
well. The IoT makes the interconnection and interoperability of devices possible, opening up physical devices/spaces and 
industry businesses, helping to improve operational efficiency and effectiveness, foreshadowing a new era of lifestyle, and 
providing sustainable lighting direction of future industry development.
 

Light up life with intelligence to open a new era
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Global Intelligent Lighting Market Share - By Application Area

Data Source: Prospective Industry Research Institute 

"Analysis Report on Development Prospects and Investment Strategic Planning of Intelligent Lighting Industry"

Commercial & Industrial

Exterior

Public Sector

Home 

NVC Intelligent Lighting Control System

The NVC Bus Intelligent Building Control System follows the KNX bus standard. The KNX system is currently 
the only digital home control bus standard certified by the international general IEC standard (ISO/IEC 
14543-3) and applicable international standard (GB/T 20965-2013).

Diverse Product Line

Thousands of KNX manufacturers in the world are committed to R&D and manufacturing of products for the 
intelligent building control system so as to provide complete and perfect solutions for modern buildings.

Compatibility

It can be well compatible with all products based on the KNX bus standard so as to reduce inconvenience 
caused by the operation, maintenance of modern intelligent buildings and replacement of products from 
different manufacturers.

Principle of the System

The working principle of the intelligent lighting control 
system is to control the strong current with weak 
current. All controllers (such as smart panels, motion 
sensors) and actuators (such as switch actuators, 
curtain actuators) are connected through the 
communication bus. 

The controllers send control signals, while the 
actuators receive these signals to perform predefined 
actions and they can also feedback the action status 
and parameters to the system. 

The controllers have independent switches, grouping 
switches, and Full On and Full Off. 

The program settings of controllers and actuators 
can be changed by computer software programming.

Bus signal

Controller
(Installed in the wall 

bottom box)

KNX switch actuator, 4-way
(Installed in the distribution box)

10 11



Functions of NVC Intelligent Lighting Control System

Intelligent Building 
Control System

Metering

Energy 
Management

HVAC System

Remote ControlVideo/Audio Control

Lighting Control

Curtain Control

Features of NVC Intelligent Lighting Control System

High Technology

Independent and modern installation technology that 
compiles to European standards (CENELEC EN 50090 and 
CEN EN 13321-1) and international standards (ISO/IEC 
14543-3)

Building modularity makes the initial installation plan highly 
flexible. The KNX installation can be easily adapted to new 
applications and easily extended.

Flexibility

Easy Installation

User Friendly

Extensibility

Low Risk

The KNX certification process ensures that products of 
different manufacturers can interoperate and 
intercommunicate with each other across applications. 
Different applications and products are integrated using 
KNX standards around the world.

Reduced assembly time due to convenient cabling.
New components can be easily linked to existing bus 
installations.

Reduced fire accidents due to fewer control lines. Thus, new 
methods can be used for KNX to improve safety and 
comfort.

User-friendly features leads to easy planning, design, 
presentation and diagnostics. ETS is the only manufacturer 
of independent engineering tool.
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Framework Diagram of NVC Intelligent Lighting Control System

Energy Saving
Management

Data 
Analysis

Real-time
Monitoring

User 
Management

Sensor
Linkage

Information
Notification

Data Analysis

Timing

Application 
Platform

Transmission

Permission
Management

Application 
Personnel

Administrative 
Personnel

Support 
Personnel

SensorScenario

Central Control

Lighting Air
Conditioner

Device
Switch Curtain

Socket Door Lock

Capturing

Cloud Management

Information processing and 
push on energy saving 
management, data analysis, 
real-time monitoring, user 
management, sensor linkage, 
information notification, 
permission management

Administrative personnel and 
support personnel use PCs, 
tablets, and mobile phones for 
management and control, and 
configuration of timing, 
scenarios, and sensors.

Equipment

Lighting, air conditioning, 
equipment 
switches, smart curtains, 
sockets, door locks.
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Framework diagram of wired control system

Floor 4

KNX Bus

KNX Bus

KNX Bus

KNX Bus

KNX Bus

Floor 3

Floor 2

Floor 1

Basement

IP Gateway

Distribution Room

System Power Switch Module Curtain
Module

Fan Coil 
Module

Human
Induction

Temperature 
Control Panel

Public Office Area

IP Gateway

Distribution Room

System Power Switch Module

IP Gateway

Distribution Room

System Power

IP Gateway

Distribution Room

System Power System Power

Switch Module

Switch Module Timing Module

Curtain
Module

Fan Coil 
Module

Human
Induction

Human
Induction

Temperature 
Control Panel

Infrared 
Control Panel

Public Office Area

IP Gateway

Distribution Room

System Power Switch
Module

Curtain
Module

Fan Coil 
Module

Human
Induction

Temperature 
Control Panel

Public Office Area

Meeting Room Area

Touch Screen

Framework diagram of wireless control system

Router Gateway

Cloud
Server

Human 
Induction

LED Strip
Controller

Panel 
Switch

Sticker
Switch

Door 
Sensor

Smart Light 
Fitting

Curtain Motor
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Framework diagram of NVC intelligent lighting control system 

Intelligent Lighting
Application Solutions

Smart
Office

Smart
School

Smart 
Hospital

Smart
Commercial

Smart
Properties

Smart
Warehousing

14 15



Office intelligent 
lighting solutions

Create an efficient working environment

Improve soma to sensory convenience

Inspire creative ideas

Improve staff productivity

Enhance corporate image

Improve operational management efficiency

Energy conservation

Receptiondesk

Independent office

Open-plan office area

Conference Room

Public area 

16 17



Reception 
area

An area where people stay for a long time or pass-by frequently
Transition from outside to inside or from inside to outside
Use natural light as much as possible to relax and relieve anxiety

Purpose of design:
The first impression of the office building highlights the cultural 
connotation of the enterprise and the publicity role.

Lighting requirements:
Add a certain sense of depth while ensuring the brightness of 
the area. It is necessary to consider the projection angle of light, 
illuminance ratio, color rendering, and light and shadow effects.
The recommended average illuminance is 150 ~ 300lx.

Lighting technique:
Basic lighting: Down lamp 
Characteristic lighting: Crystal lamp, wall lamp, floor lamp 
Decorative lighting: Light belt, compact fluorescent lamp 

The lighting of the office 
reception desk is set by 
time mode:
Work time: 300 lx
Non-work time: 150 lx
Night (occupied): 200 lx
Night (unoccupied): 50-100 lx

Color temperature: Personalized 
Illuminance: Timing control, sensor linkage 
Night occupancy sensing 
Wireless remote control for convenience 

Common lighting modes of front desk space

Non-work
 mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Illuminance Lighting characteristics

After work hours, lower the 
brightness of the front desk 
lamps to save energy, and at the 
same time retain a certain basic 
i l l u m i n a n c e  f o r  o v e r t i m e  
personnel or visitors to ensure 
safety and guidance.

Non-work 
mode

Work mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Illuminance Lighting characteristics

During work hours, the front desk 
provides sufficient illuminance. While 
playing a guiding role, the lighting 
sets different color temperatures 
according to different needs, uses 
personalized lighting effects to 
improve the image of front desk, 
perfectly highlights the corporate 
image and logo, and strengthens the 
space flexibility.

Work 
mode

Personalized

Personalized

18 19



Independent 
office area

Lighting conditions are based on the needs of office users

The area for work, meeting and rest 

Improve work efficiency

Make full use of natural light to relieve stress and anxiety

Purpose of design:

Lighting requirements:

Lighting technique:

Represent space art, create scenes, and enhance 
image quality.

To create a comfortable office atmosphere, and have the 
meeting and resting functions. Pay attention to uniformity, 
illuminance level, and scene mode.

The recommended average illuminance in the reception 
area is 150-200lx, and the working desktop is 300-500lx.

Basic lighting: Down light, lamp panel 

Characteristic lighting: Spotlight, wall washer 

Decorative lighting: Art table lamp, lamp belt 

Set the scene for the independent office 

according to the usage requirements:

Daily mode: Down light, light strip (300lx 4000K)

Working mode: Panel light, line light, down light 

(500lx 5000K)

Guest mode: Light strip, spot light (400lx 4000K)

Rest mode: Light strip (50lx 3000K)

Circadian rhythm

Scene mode

Illuminance sensor linkage

Use as needed

Wireless remote control for convenience

Common lighting modes of independent office

Work mode

Guest mode

Rest mode

Lighting

mode

Lighting

mode

Lighting

mode

Color

temperature

Color

temperature

Color

temperature

Illuminance

Illuminance

Illuminance

Lighting characteristics

Lighting characteristics

Lighting characteristics

Use the down light or lamp 

panel in the office work area to 

provide sufficient basic lighting, and 

at the same time adjust the color 

temperature of the lamp to 5000K, 

so that the management can maintain 

a concentrated and efficient working 

state.

Work 

mode

Guest 

mode

Rest 

mode

Open the ceiling light and light strip 

in the office reception area, and 

adjust the color temperature of the 

lamp to 4000K, which creates a 

calm, natural and friendly business 

communication environment.

Dim the lamps in the office, and 

adjust the color temperature to 

3000K, creating a light environment 

suitable for the office user to relax 

and rest.
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Meeting 
room space

Lighting conditions are based on the needs of meeting users

Create a meeting atmosphere and improve meeting efficiency

Linkage of multiple smart devices

Purpose of design:

Lighting requirements:

Lighting technique:

Create a suitable environment for welcoming guests, 
keynote speeches, projection, and conference 
discussions.

It is necessary to create a variety of conference scenarios, 
and pay attention to uniformity and illuminance level.
The recommended average illuminance is 300~ 500lx.

Basic lighting: Down light, lamp panel 

Characteristic lighting: Spotlight, wall washer 

Decorative lighting: Light strip 

Set the scene for the meet room 

according to the usage requirements:

Standby mode: Table lamp (200lx 4000K)

Report mode: Down light, spotlight, light strip 

(500lx 5000K)

Conference mode: Down light, spotlight (400lx 5000K)

Projection mode: Down light, light strip (50lx 4000K)

Cleaning mode: All (300lx 4000K)

Color temperature: Scene mode

Illuminance: Scene mode

Occupancy sensing linkage

Use as needed

Convenient control

Common lighting modes of meeting room

Conference 
mode

Projection 
mode

Cleaning
mode

Lighting

mode

Color

temperature
Illuminance Lighting characteristics

When holding a meeting in 
the meeting room, turn on all the 
down lights, light troughs and light 
strips to create a solemn and 
serious meeting atmosphere; and 
at the same time adjust the 
color temperature to 5000K to 
improve the concentration and 
vigilance of the participants, 
hence thereby improving the 
meeting effectiveness.

Conference 

mode

Lighting

mode

Lighting

mode

Color

temperature

Color

temperature

Illuminance

Illuminance

Lighting characteristics

Lighting characteristics

Projection 

mode

Cleaning 

mode

Turn on the projector with one 

click, lower the screen, reduce the 

brightness of the surrounding 

lamps, and help the participants 

to focus on the projected content.

When the participants leave, 

turn on the basic lighting circuit 

that meets the cleaning needs 

to reduce the illuminance, 

which not only saves energy 

and protects the environment, 

but also reduces the operating 

costs.
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Work mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Illuminance Lighting characteristics

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Illuminance Lighting characteristics

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Illuminance Lighting characteristics

Open office 
space

Lighting conditions depend on time of day
Improve employee productivity
Introduce natural light as much as possible to benefit employees' physical and mental health 
Energy conservation
Convenient control

Purpose of design:

Lighting requirements:

Lighting technique:

Create a collective office environment that reflects 
the company's culture, image and temperament

Create a sense of health, safety, and concentration 
that is conducive to employees' physical convenience.
Emphasize uniformity and illuminance level. 
Recommended average illuminance is around 300-500lX.

Basic lighting: Down light, lamp panel 
Characteristic lighting: Spotlight, wall washer 
Decorative lighting: Light strip 

The lighting of public office area 
is set by time mode:
8 am: 5000K high color temperature, letting people 
quickly enter the working state;
11 am: 4000K, neutral color temperature;
2 pm: 5000K, entering the state of concentration;
6 pm: 3000K, letting people relax and get ready to leave; 
Overtime: 4000K, entering working state again.

Light sensing linkage
Illuminance: Timing control
Color temperature: Timing control
Overtime: Occupancy sensing linkage

Common lighting modes of open office space

Work 
mode

 

Rest mode

Rest 
mode

Overtime
mode

Overtime
 mode

24 25

The low color temperature of the light 
source can easily cause fatigue. The color 
temperature of the lamps is adjusted to a 
high color temperature of 5000K during 
working hours, which helps people enter 
the working state quicker. The installed 
light sensor can make the system 
dim/on/off the light groups in the office 
area according to the external natural 
light conditions, improving work efficiency.

During the rest period, the brightness 
of the lamps in the office area is 
lowered, and the color temperature is 
set to 3000K, so that the employees 
can fully relax, which eases the anxiety 
and pressure caused by work. 
Preparing the best state for the next 
round of work.

During overtime, the color temperature of 
the lamp is adjusted to 4000K, allowing
employees to deal with the additional 
workload in a calm and stable state. The 
occupancy sensor installed allows the 
system to switch the lights in the office, on 
and off according to the needs of the 
organisation. Using the lights only in areas 
where people are working, and thus, 
avoiding waste of resources and promoting 
energy saving and emission reduction.



Public 
area

An area where people stay for a long time and pass by frequently

A connection and transition area from outside to inside or from inside to outside 
Introduce natural light as much as possible to relax mind and relieve stress 

Purpose of design:

Lighting requirements:

Lighting technique:

The connection or transition area between the scenes 
allows users to adapt to the environment switching 
while feeling the company's image and temperament.

Elevator: 150-200lXAisle and 
stairway: 100-200lX

Basic lighting: Down light, lamp panel 

Characteristic lighting: Spotlight, wall washer 

Decorative lighting: Light strip 

Daytime

Night 
time

Sleep 
time

Adjust the color temperature of the lighting 
according to the time of the day

Color temperature: Natural rhythm

Illuminance: Timing control

Daytime: Illuminance sensor linkage

Night: Occupancy sensing linkage

School intelligent 

lighting solutions

Create a healthy school environment

Improve the operation and management 

efficiency of schools

Energy conservation

Create a comfortable and safe learning 

environment

Improve students' learning efficiency

Improve teachers' work efficiency

Classroom

Library

Public area 
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Classroom 
area

Lighting conditions are as required
Improve work and learning efficiency of teachers and students 
Introducing natural light to relieve anxiety.
Convenient control

Circadian rhythm
Scene mode
Illuminance sensor linkage
Use as needed

Window

Window

Window

Window

Window

Window

Blackboard mode
5000K
Blackboard: 500lx
Desktop: 300lx

Self-study mode 
5000K
Blackboard: 300lx
Desktop: 400lx

Window 
closed

Window 
closed

Projection mode
4000K
Blackboard: 50lx
Desktop: 200lx

Rest mode 
3000K
Blackboard: Closed
Desktop: 150lx

With the introduction of natural light, the classroom environment 
maintains constant illuminance. Compared to other lamps, the 
illuminance of the lamps by the window will automatically decrease.

Common modes of classroom lighting

Lighting
mode

Lighting
mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature

Color
temperature

Color
temperature

Illuminance

Illuminance

Illuminance

Lighting characteristics

Lighting characteristics

Lighting characteristics

Blackboard
mode

Self-study / 
exam mode

Black-
board 
mode

Blackboard

Desktop

Self-
study / 
exam
mode

Blackboard

Desktop

Projection
mode

Projection
mode

Blackboard

Desktop

The intelligent lighting system 
starts the projector with one click, 
puts down the curtain and lowers 
the illuminance of the blackboard 
light, making students to focus on 
the multimedia teaching content.

Rest mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Illuminance Lighting characteristics

Rest 
mode

Blackboard

Desktop

Reduce the overall illuminance 
of the classroom and adjust the 
color temperature of the lamps 
to 3000K, so as to create arelax-
ing atmosphere with the warm 
color, calm down the hyperactive 
children, and help them to reach 
a rest state.

28 29

In classroom lighting, the more even 
the light distribution of blackboard 
lights (luminance uniformity ≥0.8), 
the more comfortable the visual 
experience. This avoids problems 
such as reflected glare and direct 
glare, thus improving students' 
concentration, and ensuring the 
average desktop luminance value of 
not less than 300lx.

The classroom panel lights are 
adjusted to the highest light 
intensity, and the color temperature 
to 5000K, which diverts students’ 
attention from the blackboard to 
their desks, helping them focus on 
self-study or completing exam 
questions.



Library 
space

Create a calm and bright lighting environment
Lighting conditions depend on time
Set multiple modes of opening, noon, afternoon, closing and cleaning
Try to introduce natural light as much as possible to benefit students' 
physical and mental health
Convenient control

Stack area

Vertical illuminance even 
from top to bottom;
It is not advisable to use 
direct light lamps, which 
will form reflections on 
the pages of the book.

Reading area

Diffuse reflection lamps;
no noise.

Color temperature: Timing contro
lIlluminance: Timing control
Daytime: Illuminance sensor linkage
Light on demand

Common modes of library lighting

Opening 
mode

Closed 
mode

Lighting mode
Color

temperature Illuminance Lighting characteristics

Reading/stack 
area occupied

Reading area: 
Bookshelf area:

Reading/stack 
area occupied

Reading/bookshelf 
area:
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According to national standards, different 
light environments are provided for different 
areas of the library. Illuminance in the 
reading area: 300lx, and bookshelf area 
150lx. Install an illuminance sensor to allow 
the system to automatically adjust the 
indoor light group according to natural 
lighting conditions. Install a presence sensor 
to allow the system to automatically adjust 
the switch light group according to the 
presence or absence of people in the area.



Public area
An area where people stay for a long time and pass by frequently
Transition area from outside to inside or from inside to outside
Introduce natural light as much as possible to relax mind and relieve anxiety
Occupation frequency and crowd density are closely related to time

Daytime

Night 
time

Sleep 
time

Adjust the color temperature of the lighting 
according to the time of the day

Natural rhythm
Timing control
Daytime: Illuminance sensor linkage
Night: Occupancy sensing linkage

Hospital intelligent 
lighting solutions

Improve medical environment

Improve medical experience

Improve soma to sensory convenience

Create a good working environment

Improve the efficiency of hospital staff

Improve hospital operating efficiency 

Improve the efficiency of medical care 

management

Energy conservation

Public area 

Work area

Ward
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Public area
Areas where people wait for long or pass frequently
Transition area from outside to inside or from inside to outside
Introduce natural light as much as possible to relax mind and relieve anxiety
Occupation frequency and crowd density are closely related to time

Lobby Waiting hall

Elevator hall Waiting hall

Daytime

Night 
time

Sleep 
time

Adjust the color temperature of the lighting 
according to the time of the day

In response to different time 
periods in the hospital lobby, 
a variety of scene modes are 
preset:

Morning:
Noon: 

Afternoon: 
Night: 

Night (occupied): 
Night (unoccupied): 

Color temperature: Natural rhythm
Illuminance: Timing control
Daytime: Illuminance sensor linkage
Night: Occupancy sensing linkage

Common lighting modes of public area

Morning

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Illuminance Lighting characteristics

Morning
Natural 
rhythm

Noon

Lighting
mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature

Color
temperature

Illuminance

Illuminance

Lighting characteristics

Lighting characteristics

Morning
Natural 
rhythm

.

Evening

Evening
Natural 
rhythm

The night illuminance of the 
lobby is maintained at 100lx, 
and the occupancy sensor link-
age is used. When the space 
is empty, only the most basic 
lighting is left to ensure safety 
and guidance.
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The hospital lobby is an area where 
people stay, wait, and pass for a 
long time. It is imporant to utilize 
natural light as much as possible. 
The color temperature is adjusted 
according to the natural rhythm 
and the illuminance is regularly 
controlled at 300lx in the morning, 
letting patients relax and relieve 
anxiety.

When the outdoor illuminance 
is sufficient and the footfall is 
relatively reduced at noon, most 
of the lighting circuits in the 
lobby are automatically turned 
off and the illuminance is 
adjusted to 100lx to save 
energy.



Workspace 
areas

Variety of work needs, overtime / night shift

Improve workforce efficiency

Properly introduce natural light

Occupied frequency, the correlation between the density of people 

and time is not strong

Pharmacy Nurse’s station 

Consultation room Office

Mainly set up the following scenarios 

for a consultation room according to 

the needs of medical care and patients:

Diagnosis and treatment mode: Down light, 

panel light (500lx 4000K)

Working mode: Down light, panel light (300lx 

5700K)

Rest mode: Down light (100lx 3000K)

Cleaning mode: All (200lx 4000K)

Circadian rhythm

Scene mode

Illuminance sensor linkage

Turn on lights on demand

Common modes of work area lighting

Diagnosis and 
treatment mode

Lighting

mode

Lighting

mode

Color

temperature

Color

temperature

Illuminance

Illuminance

Lighting characteristics

Lighting characteristics

Diagnosis 
and 
treatment 
mode

Ceiling panel light with LED light 

source is used, which is  simple 

and elegant with uniform light 

distribution and illuminance aro-

und 300lx. For a more elaborate 

lighting design, consider installing 

a 3000K warm white narrow beam 

down light directly above the pat-

ient’s sitting position. The illumin-

ance is controlled at 300-500lx, 

which facilitates the doctor’s obse-

rvation, and also relax the patient. 

Leave 
mode

Leave 

mode

When the doctor needs to 

go to another place for sur-

gical examination, surgery, 

etc., and temporarily leave 

the consultation room half-

way, he can switch the light 

to the leave mode and keep 

the illuminance at 100lx.
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Ward area
Daily use, medical care, reading, rest at night
Diversified needs, work and rest
Try to introduce natural light as much as possible to speed up the recovery of patients
Convenient control

Ward

Mainly set up the following scenarios for a 
consultation room according to the needs 
of medical care and patients:

Daily mode: Down light, panel light (150lx 4000K)
Diagnosis and treatment mode: Down light, panel light 
(300lx 5700K)
Rest mode: Down light (100lx 3000K)

Circadian rhythm
Scene mode
Illuminance sensor linkage
Turn on lights on demand

Common modes of ward lighting

Daily 
mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Illuminance Lighting characteristics

Daily 
mode

Diagnosis and 
treatment mode

Lighting
mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature

Color
temperature

Illuminance

Illuminance

Lighting characteristics

Lighting characteristics

Nursing 
mode

Doctors and nurses often go to the 
ward to check and treat patients. 
Therefore, it is best to equip high 
color rendering spotlights above 
beds to ensure that the local illumi-
nance is 300-500lx, providing medi-
cal workers with necessary work 
lighting.

Rest mode

Rest 
mode

Ward lights need to be kept on 
during night. To avoid affecting 
the rest of patients, low-light 
lamps are generally installed on 
the baseboard on the wall, and 
the illuminance is controlled at 
about 50lx.
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A warm color temperature light source 
with no strobe is provided on the top of 
the ward, providing 100-150lx space 
lighting. The patient can be in a 
comfortable and relaxed state. 
Considering the patient lays down for a 
long time, it is not suitable to use a 
direct light source with a high surface 
brightness. The best lighting is a large 
area light source or indirect lighting.
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Commercial Intelligent
Lighting Solutions

Enhance brand image

Create a comfortable and leisure 
consumption environment

Create desired atmosphere

Increase customer purchase rate

Energy conservation

Go Green

Control operating costs

Supermarket

Purpose of design:

Specialty Store

Catering

Mall Atrium

Mall Aisle

To represent space, style and art, crecreating a desired atmosphere and 
enhancing the impression of the mall.

Lighting requirements:
A pleasant and welcoming atmosphere needs to be created, often 
supplemented by decorative lamps.

Emphasize uniformity and illuminance level, with an  illuminance of 300lx.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Downlight

Focus lighting: Spotlight

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Indirect lighting: Art lamp

Purpose of design:
Represent space art, create a desired atmosphere, enhance the 
impression of the mall, and reflect the style.

Lighting requirements:
A pleasant and welcoming atmosphere needs to be created, often 
supplemented by decorative lamps.

Emphasize uniformity and illuminance level, with an  illuminance of 200lx.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Downlight

Focus lighting: Spotlight

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Indirect lighting: Art lamp
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Supermarket Areas Supermarket - 
Checkout Counter

Supermarket - 
Fresh Food Area

Area
Reference Plane 

And Height

Illuminance Standard (lx)

CIE S 008E-2001

Illuminance Standard (lx)

GB50034-2013

NVC Recommended 

Illuminance (lx)

General mall hall

General indoor 
commercial passage

High-end shopping mall hall

High-end indoor 
commercial passage

General supermarket hall

High-end supermarket hall

Warehouse supermarket

Specialty store hall

Checkout counter

0.75m horizontal

Floor

Floor

Desktop

0.75m horizontal

0.75m horizontal

0.75m horizontal

0.75m horizontal

0.75m horizontal

250

220

450

200

300

550

200

350

600

300

200

500

300

300

500

300

300

500

300

250

500

350

500

800

400

900

700

Purpose of design:
Form functional areas with the design of lighting and interior 
space.

Lighting requirements:
Provide sufficient illuminance to satisfy customers to sort the 
products purchased, and facilitate payment.

Emphasize uniformity and illuminance level, with an  
illuminance of 500lx.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Batten Light

Focus lighting: LED Panel

Purpose of design:
After entering the store, all kinds of brightly colored products in 
the agricultural product area will attract consumers to buy.

Lighting requirements:
Provide sufficient illuminance to satisfy customers' selection of 
fruits, and provide lamps with high color rendering index.

Emphasize uniformity and illuminance level, with an  
illuminance of 300-500lx.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Fresh Food Lamp

Focus lighting: Spotslight
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Supermarket - 
Shelf Area

Supermarket - 
Single Side Shelves

Purpose of design:
The general merchandise area should be self-explanatory and 
allow consumers to slow down

Lighting requirements:
Provide sufficient illuminance to prevent dark areas and corners.

Pay attention to the illuminance level, and the average 
illuminance is 300-500lx.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Multiple Light

Environmental lighting: Cabinet light

Focus lighting: Spotslight

Purpose of design:
The products in the shelf area should be clear at a glance and 
make it easy for consumers to see the products.

Lighting requirements:
Provide sufficient illuminance to prevent dark areas and corners 
on the shelf facade.

Pay attention to the illuminance level, and the average 
illuminance is 300-500lx.illuminance is 300-500lx.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Wall-washer 

Environmental lighting: Highbay

Specialty Store Area

Area
Reference Plane 

And Height
Illuminance Standard (lx)

CIE S 008E-2001
Illuminance Standard (lx)

GB50034-2013
NVC Recommended 

Illuminance (lx)

Apparel

Home Decoration

Building Materials

Chinese Restaurant

Western Restaurant

Digital Products

Jewelry

Eye Glasses

Beauty Products

0.75m horizontal

Desktop

Desktop

Desktop

0.75m horizontal

0.75m horizontal

0.75m horizontal

0.75m horizontal

0.75m desktop

1000

800

800

200

100

800

500

8000

500

1500

1000

600

300

150

800

500

1000

800

1200-1600

800-1200

600-1000

300-500

150-200

800

500

800-1200

500-1000
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Purpose of design:
Represent space art, create desired atmosphere, enhance impression, 
and reflect style.

Lighting requirements:
It is necessary to create a welcoming and pleasant atmosphere. Due to 
people’s phototaxis, the entrance should be transparent and bright, 
which can stand out in the surrounding shops and attract customers. 
Illuminance is around 800lx. 

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Downlight

Focus lighting: Track light / Multiple light

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Decorative lighting: Art lamp / Table lamp / Floor lamp

Purpose of design:
Represent space art, create desired atmosphere, enhance impression, 
and reflect style.

Lighting requirements:
Use a narrow beam angle for front-side hanging products;

Use a wide beam angle for side-hanging products.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Downlight

Focus lighting: Track light / Multiple light

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Purpose of design:
Represent space art, create desired atmosphere, enhance impression, 
and reflect style.

Lighting requirements:
For the lighting of the window model/mannequin, the small angle beam 
is used to illuminate the model, the middle angle beam is used for 
supplementary lighting, so the lighting effect with large contrast 
between light and dark can effectively highlight the product's detailed 
design.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Spotlight

Focus lighting: Track light

Focus lighting: Multiple light

Decorative lighting: Art ceiling light

Specialty Store - 
Entrance

Specialty Store - 
Display Area

Specialty Store - 
Window Display

Specialty Store - 
Display Island

46 47

Purpose of design:
Represent space art, create desired atmosphere, enhance impression, 
and reflect style.

Lighting requirements:
Use a combination of wide and narrow lighting to reflect the main 
displayed products. Not directly illuminate the direction of people flow.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Downlight

Focus lighting: Track light / Multiple light

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Decorative lighting: Art lamp / Table lamp / Floor lamp
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Purpose of design:
Express space art, create desired atmosphere, represent best 
state, and promote purchases.

Lighting requirements:
A number of mirrors are set in the store. A 35-degree wide angle 
is chosen to illuminate the standing area about 1 to 1.5m in front 
of the mirror.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Downlight

Focus lighting: Track light / Multiple light

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Purpose of design:
Express space art, create desired atmosphere, represent best 
state, and promote purchases.

Lighting requirements:
Avoid direct light to the eyes, and illuminate the writing desk and 
cash register with the central light strength to meet the cash 
register work.The illuminance of checkout counter is about 300lx.

Lighting technique:
Focus lighting: Track light / Multiple light

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Decorative lighting: Art lamp / Table lamp / Floor lamp

Specialty Store - 
Fitting Area

Commercial intelligence

Specialty Store - 
Checkout Counter

Adjust 
according to 

product 
tone

White / cold color products: 5000K Warm color products: 3000K

Spring and summer: 4000-5000K Autumn and winter: 2700-3500K

Regular business model Event / promotion model

Adjust 
according to 
the season

Adjust 
according to 

business 
model

Timing ControlBrightness / 
Color temperature Induction Control

Window lighting during normal business hours

Non-business hours Non-business hours

Window lighting during weekend business hours Window lighting during holiday business hours
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Common Business (Specialty Store) Lighting Modes Common Business (Restaurant) Lighting Modes

Lighting Mode

Business Mode

Business
Hours

Lux Level
Color temperature Lighting Features

Lighting
Mode

Lux Level
Color temperature Lighting Features

Smart lighting is used in store. The
brightness and color temperature
of the light can be easily adjusted 
during business hours. Dependant 
on the atmosphere, product 
display or holidays, different light 
colors can be adjusted to create a 
different atmosphere.

During business hours, the color 
temperature of the restaurant should not 
be too high. Light sources with a color 
temperature of 2700K-3500K will look 
warmer and more comfortable. In addition, 
the minimum value of color rendering Ra 
value is 80, 90 is better, so as to restore the 
color of food and increase the appetite of 
the diners. create a different atmosphere.

Can be 
customized 
according to 

customer needs

Can be 
customized 
according to 

customer 
needs

Cleaning
Time

Lighting
Mode

Lux Level
Color temperature Lighting Features

When the business hours are over 
and the restaurant is cleaned, the 
basic lighting circuit that meets the 
cleaning need is turned on to 
reduce the illuminance, which not 
only saves energy and protects the 
environment, but also reduces 
operating costs.

Can be 
customized 
according to 

customer 
needs

Rest Mode

Lighting
Mode

Lux Level
Color temperature Lighting Features

Keep the lighting low to avoid 
the space leaving a gloomy 
impression on consumers. It 
can also save energy, increase 
the mysterious charm of the 
space, and attract customers.

Can be 
customized 
according to 

customer 
needs

Lighting Mode

Non-Business 
Mode

Lux Level
Color temperature Lighting Features

During non-business hours, the 
lighting keeps low illuminance, 
which not only saves electricity, but 
also increases the mysterious 
charm of the space and attracts 
customers

Can be 
customized 
according to 

customer needs

Working
Mode

Cleaning
Mode

Business
Mode

Non-Business
Mode

Rest
Mode
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Real Estate Intelligent 
Lighting Solutions

Create desired atmosphere

Render space colors and mood

Control operating costs

Enrich spatial levels

Energy conservation

Go Green

Create a comfortable living environment

Hallway

Study

Living Room

Bedroom

Stairway
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Hallway Areas

The connection and transition area between indoor and outdoor spaces
The lamps should be as consistent as possible with the overall style of the living room
Multiple scenarios

Purpose of design:
The hallway is a "transition" space in the home, which plays the 
role of connecting the indoor and outdoor spaces.

Lighting requirements:
Warm colors are dominant, and cool colors are complementa-
ry, creating a sense of warmth when people enter the door.

Lux level requires 50-300lx

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Downlight

Focus lighting: Spotlights / Wall washer

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Set hallway lighting mode according 
to usage requirements

Daily Mode: Downlight (200lx 3000k)

Banquet Mode: All (300lx 3000K)

Leave Mode: Wall lamp (50lx 3000K)

Lux: Scene mode
Occupancy sensing linkage

Common Modes of Hallway Lighting

Daily Mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Daily
Mode 3000K 200lx

The light strip brings functional 
lighting to meet the daily lighting 
requirements. The wall-washing 
spotlight expands the three - 
dimensional sense of the space. 
With a comfortable illuminance of 
200lx and a warm color temperature 
of 3000K, people can feel the relaxed 
atmosphere at the first moment of 
returning home.

Leave Mode

Lighting
mode

Color
temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Leave
Mode 3000K 50lx

Decrease the brightness of wall 
lamps and light strips to meet the 
basic lighting to ensure safety and 
guidance in the area.
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Livingroom 
Area

The area where the owner meets guests, watch films and rest
Highlight the warm atmosphere of the home
Make full use of natural light to relax
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Common Modes of Living Room Lighting

Purpose of design:
Represent space art, create desired atmosphere, enhance 
residential impression, and reflect temperament.

Lighting requirements:
A pleasant and welcoming atmosphere needs to be created, 
often supplemented by decorative lamps. Emphasize uniformity 
and illuminance level. 

The recommended average illuminance in the living room is 
150lx.

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Downlight

Focus lighting: Track light / Wall washer

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Decorative lighting: Art lamp / Table lamp / Floor lamp

The following scene modes are designed for 

the living room according to usage requirements

Daily Mode: Downlight (200lx 3000k)

Banquet Mode: All (500lx 3000K)

Welcome mode: Main light / wall light / strip light (150lx 3000K)

Film mode: Spotlight (30lx  3000K)

Guest mode: Wall light (75lx 3000K)

Lux: Adjust according to the needs of the scene
Light sensing linkage
Wireless remote control for convenience
Smart curtain

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Daily
Mode 3000K 200lx

Daily Mode

Use the wall-washing spotlight to 
ensure the appropriate illuminance is 
present. The wall light strip is used as 
auxiliary lighting. The color temperature 
of 3000K makes the living room light 
softer. Through the combination of 
lighting and the brightness of the lights, 
the most suitable and comfortable 
space atmosphere is created.

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Guest
Mode 3000K 500lx

Guest Mode

The wall light strip serves as the 
decorative lighting, the wall washing 
spotlight serves to extend space 
atmosphere, and the decorative wall 
lamp serves as an embellishment. 
Illuminance is 500Lx, and color 
temperature is 3000K. Under high 
illuminance environment, the strong 
film viewing atmosphere renders the 
most beautiful and warm side of the 
home to the guests.

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Film
Mode 3000K 30lx

Film Mode

The indirect lighting of the spotlight 
diffuse reflection zone is used to avoid 
glare, and it can meet the basic space 
illuminance of 30lx, so as to reduce the 
indoor contrast of light and dark, make 
the eyes comfortable, and protect 
eyesight.
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Common Mode of Study Lighting

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Reading
Mode 4000K 300lx

Reading Mode

In this mode, there is generally no need 
for full lighting. The desktop illuminance 
is up to 300lx and the color 
temperature is 4000K, which keeps 
people focused and improves work 
efficiency.

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Guest
Mode 3000K 500lx

Guest Mode

Ceiling lights bring indirect lighting, 
creating a relaxing atmosphere for 
leisure moments. Wall-washing 
spotlights focus on decorative paintings 
to create an interesting light 
environment with light and shadows.

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Rest
Mode 3000K 50lx

Rest Mode

In leisure mode, the main activity range 
is around the tea table. Spotlights are 
used above the tea table to play a key 
role in lighting, creating a relaxing 
atmosphere for leisure moments, and 
indirect lighting with ceiling-washing 
spotlights to form a bright and dark light 
environment.
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Purpose of design:
Express space art, create desired atmosphere, and enhance 
personal taste.

Lighting requirements:
Both high illuminance and tranquil light environment are 
required.

The average recommended illuminance of the study is 300-500lx

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Downlight

Focus lighting: Spotlight / Wall washer

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Decorative lighting: Art lamp / Table lamp / Floor lamp

Color temperature: According to scene requirements
Lux: According to scene requirements
Light sensing linkage
Wireless remote control for convenience
Smart curtain

Study Area

The area for meeting guests, reading, working and rest
Indirect light source brings the quiet atmosphere of the study
Make full use of natural light to relax

The following scene modes are designed for 

the study room according to usage requirements:

Daily Mode: Downlight (300lx 3000k)

Banquet Mode: All (500lx 3000K)

Rest mode: Strip light (50lx 3000K)

Read mode: Table lamp (300lx  4000K)

Work mode: Downlight / Table lamp (500lx 5000K)
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Common Modes of Bedroom Lighting

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Daily
Mode 3000K 100lx

Daily Mode

The spotlights bring functional lighting 
to meet the daily lighting requirements; 
the wall-washing spotlights on the 
bedside background wall play a key role 
in lighting, and the overall illuminance is 
maintained at 100Lx, with a soft color 
temperature, which makes people 
relax.

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Reading
Mode 4000K 200lx

Reading Mode

Many people have the habit of reading 
before going to bed. A down light or wall 
lamp can be installed separately from 
the main light source to provide 
spotlight, which is convenient for 
bedside reading. When reading a book, 
the light illuminance of 200lx is more 
suitable.

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Rest
Mode 3000K 5lx

Rest Mode

When sleeping at night, keep 5Lx 
low-illuminance wall light strips and wall 
lamps to facilitate toileting and drinking 
in the middle of the night. The glare-free 
low light at night makes people better 
enter a second sleep.
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Bedroom 
Area

Create a warm and relaxing lighting environment
The area where the owner rests, watches films and reads
Make full use of natural light to relax

Purpose of design:
Create a home atmosphere suitable for rest, and personally 
change the lighting environment according to the usage scene.

Lighting requirements:
Color temperature: 3000K

Lux level: Change with demand

Lighting technique:
Environmental lighting: Spotlight

Indirect lighting: Hidden light (Linear light)

Decorative lighting: Art lamp / Table lamp / Floor lamp

Color temperature: According to scene requirements
Lux: According to scene requirements
Light sensing linkage
Wireless remote control for convenience
Smart curtain

The following scene modes is designed for 

the bedroom according to usage requirements

Daily Mode: Spotlight / Linear light (300lx 3000k)

Film Mode: TV cabinet background light / 

                     Wall light strip (50lx 3000K)

Rest mode: Strip light / Wall light (5lx 3000K)

Read mode: Table lamp (200lx  4000K)
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Stairway 
Area

Floor connection area

Safe and energy-saving

Purpose of design:
Create a safe and energy-saving lighting environment

Lighting requirements:
Recommended lux level: 100lx

Color temperature: 6500K

Lighting technique:

Environmental lighting: Induction ceiling light

Color temperature: 6500K
Lux: 100lx
Light sensing linkage
Sound and light control sensor
Radar induction
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NVC INTERNATIONAL
Intelligent Lighting
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Industrial Warehouse 
Intelligent Lighting Solutions

Ensure environmental safety

Improve work motivation

Improve work efficiency

Stimulate work enthusiasm

Relieve fatigue

Go Green

Promote intellectual work

Outer Platform

High Stacking Warehouse

Ground Stacking Warehouse
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Common Modes of Living Room Lighting

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Daytime
Mode 5000K 300lx

Daytime
Mode

During the day when there are 
sufficient natural lighting, the 
intelligent lamps are linked with 
lighting sensors to detect natural 
light which adjust the luminance 
and provide light as required.

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Manned
at Night 5000K 300lx

Manned Mode
At Night

Intelligent lamps are linked with 
infrared sensors and microwave 
sensors to switch the lamps 
on/off or to control their 
luminance automatically, based 
on the movement of a person 
and vehicles in this area. If yes, 
the luminance will reach 300 lx 
and if not, it will stay at 50 lx.

Lighting
Mode

Color
Temperature Lux Level Lighting Feature

Unmanned
at Night 5000K 50lx

Unmanned Mode
At Night

Intelligent lamps are linked with 
infrared sensors and microwave 
sensors to switch the lamps 
on/off or to control their 
luminance automatically based 
on the movement of person and 
vehicles in this area. If yes, the 
luminance will reach 300 lx and if 
not, it will stay at 50 lx.
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Semi-outdoor 
Platform Area

Function Introduction
The semi-outdoor platform area, usually has enough natural 
light during the day but needs artificial lighting from dusk till 
dawn. High-quality, intelligent, luminaires, are essential for 
rotational shift patterns, particularly for businesses  that 
operate on a 24-hour basis.  Our luminaires and control 
systems are recommended to maintain staff efficiency and 
safety.

Lighting Function
Explosion-proof intelligent lamps are preferred to prolong 
their service life and reduce the light attenuation. 
Recommended illumination: 200-300 lx.

Control Function
Use people-oriented and light on demand, intelligent 
dimmable lamps, lighting/microwave sensor, control system, 
automatic induction lighting or manual control, which can 
turn on or off the lamps, or control the luminance 
automatically based on timing setting, natural light and 
movement of person/vehicle, without manual switches.
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High-level
Warehousing Area

High-level
Warehousing Area
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Function Introduction
The shelved area in warehouses is for the purpose of storage. 
The light emitted from the ceiling is not usually equipped with 
light-transmitting grating. The lamps are often on 24 hours a day 
and are therefore not efficient for this area. 

It is recommended that high-quality intelligent lamps are 
combined with the control system to enable an automatic 
energy-efficient process to reduce operation costs. 

Lighting Function
The vertical illumination on shelves should not be less than 50 lx, 
and the horizontal illumination not less than 150 lx. Light 
distribution, light control and anti-glare should be optimized to 
improve the lighting efficiency of lamps.

Control Function
Use intelligent dimmable lamps, lighting/microwave/infrared 
sensor, control system, automatic induction lighting or manual 
control, which can switch the lamps on/off, or control the 
luminance automatically based on timing setting, natural light 
and movement of person/vehicle without manual switches.

Function Introduction
In this area, goods usually need to be sent out immediately and 
are directly placed on the ground. They are usually divided into 
central warehousing area and the temporary transit area near 
the outer platform. The warehouse ceiling is not usually 
equipped with light-transmitting grating. Most of the lamps will 
work for 24 hours every day, however the temporary area near 
the outer platform has sufficient natural lighting during the day. 

Continuous lighting will lead to a waste of resources and 
unnecessary costs. It is recommended that high-quality, 
intelligent, lamps are infused with the control system to enable 
automatic energy-efficient lighting on the premise to improve 
staff efficiency.

Lighting Function
The horizontal illumination should not be less than 150 lx. Light 
distribution, light control and anti-glare should be optimized to 
improve the lighting efficiency of lamps. Lamps should be 
installed in place to ensure even illumination and no dark areas.

Control Function
Use intelligent dimmable lamps, lighting/microwave/infrared 
sensor, control system, automatic induction lighting or manual 
control, which can switch the lamps on/off, or control the 
luminance automatically based on timing setting, natural light 
and the movement of person/vehicle without manual switches.

Room or Place Reference Plane 
And its Height

Standard 
Lux Level (lx) U。

For large-sized products

For general products

For semi-finished products

For fine products

1.0m horizontal plane 50

100

150

2001.0m horizontal plane

1.0m horizontal plane

1.0m horizontal plane

0.40

0.60

0.60

0.60

Ra

20

60

80

80

Remark

Vertical illumination on 
shelves not less than 50 lx

Warehouse
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Common Mode of Study Lighting
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Lighting Mode

Manned Mode

Lux Level

200lx

Lighting Features

The horizontal illumination should not 
be less than 150 lx. Light distribution, 
light control and anti-glare should be 
optimized to improve the lighting 
efficiency of lamps. Lamps should be 
installed in place to ensure even 
illumination and no dark areas.

Lighting Mode

Unmanned Mode

Lux Level

50lx

Lighting Features

The horizontal illumination should not 
be less than 150 lx. Light distribution, 
light control and anti-glare should be 
optimized to improve the lighting 
efficiency of lamps. Lamps should be 
installed in place to ensure even 
illumination and no dark areas.

Manned
Mode

Unmanned
Mode
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Intelligent Control 
System Products

Switch control module

0 -10V dimming module

Universal dimming module

Curtain control module

Smart panel

Touch screen

Sensor

Interface and input module

System components and gateway

System software

Intelligent dimming power supply products

Fan coil control module
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0-10V dimming module

70094541

70092552

70092553

70092554

ZN-NIO-KNX-L02-0216

ZN-NIO-KNX-L02-0416

ZN-NIO-KNX-L02-0816

ZN-NIO-KNX-L02-1216

16A 2-channel switch control module with 
current detection function

16A 4-channel switch control module with
current detection function

16A 8-channel switch control module with
current detection function

16A 12-channel switch control module with 
current detection function

70092555

70092556

70096768

70096769

ZN-NIO-KNX-D02-04V

ZN-NIO-KNX-D02-08V

ZN-NIO-KNX-D02-04V.6

ZN-NIO-KNX-D02-08V.6

16A 4-channel 0-10V dimming module

16A 8-channel 0-10V dimming module

16A 4-channel 0-10V dimming module V2

16A 8-channel 0-10V dimming module V2

70094533

70094534

70094535

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0406 6A 4-channel switch control module

6A 8-channel switch control module 

6A 12-channel switch control module

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0806

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-1206

70094536

70094537

70094538

70094539

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0216

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0416

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0816

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-1216

16A 2-channel switch control module

16A 4-channel switch control module

16A 8-channel switch control module

16A 16-channel switch control module

70092546

70092547

70092548

70096765

70096766

70096767

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0410

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0810

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-1210

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0410.6

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0810.6

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-1210.6

10A 4-channel switch control module

10A 8-channel switch control module

10A 12-channel switch control module

10A 4-channel switch control module V

10A 8-channel switch control module V2

10A 8-channel switch control module V2

70094540

70092549

70092550

70092551

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0220

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0420

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-0820

ZN-NIO-KNX-L01-1220

20A 2-channel switch control module

20A 4-channel switch control module

20A 8-channel switch control module

20A 12-channel switch control module
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Intelligent Control System Product List Intelligent Control System Product List

Switch Control Module

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Power consumption: ≤5W
Output channel: 4/8/12-channel
Rated current: 6A
Rated voltage: 250V AC(50/60Hz)
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 4/8/12P
Weight: 0.26/0.50/0.76kg(4/8/12 channel)

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Power consumption: ≤5W
Output channel: 4/8/12-channel
Rated current: 10A
Rated voltage: 250V AC(50/60Hz)
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 4/8/12P
Weight: 0.26/0.50/0.76kg(4/8/12 channel)

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Power consumption: ≤5W
Output channel: 2/4/8/12-channel
Rated current: 16A
Rated voltage: 250V AC(50/60Hz)
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 4/4/8/12P
Weight: 0.26/0.50/0.76kg(4/8/12 channel)

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Power consumption: ≤5W
Output channel: 2/4/ 8/12-channel
Rated current: 20A
Rated voltage: 250V AC(50/60Hz)
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 4/4/8/12P
Weight: 0.26/0.50/0.76kg(4/8/12 channel)

Data Detail

Data Detail

Data Detail

Data Detail

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Power consumption: ≤5W
Output channel:2/4/8/12-channel
Rated current: 16
Rated voltage: 250V AC(50/60Hz)
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 4/4/8/16P
Weight: 0.23/0.28/0.54/0.82kg(2/4/8/12channel)

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Auxiliary current：≤500mA
Power consumption: ≤5W
Output channel: 4/8-channel
Rated current: 16A, cosφ = 0.6
Rated voltage: 250V AC(50/60Hz)
Halogen lamp: AC 230V, 2500W
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Fluorescent lamp：AC 230V，maximum 5000W, NO 
auxiliary voltage AC 230V, maximum 2500W, parallel 
compensation included 
0-10V connector: use to adjust electronic ballast / 
transformer，0-10VDC voltage regulation
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 4/8P  
Weight: 0.305/0.45kg (8/12 channel)

Data Detail

Data Detail
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70094542

70092567

70092568

70096774

70096775

87000296

87000297

87000298

87000299

ZN-NIO-KNX-W-0200 

ZN-NIO-KNX-W-0400

ZN-NIO-KNX-W-0800

ZN-NIO-KNX-W-0200.6

ZN-NIO-KNX-W-0400.6

ZN-NIO-KNX-W-4M

ZN-NIO-KNX-W-5M

ZN-NIO-KNX-W-6M

ZN-NIO-KNX-W-7M

2-channel curtain control module

4-channel curtain control module

8-channel curtain control module

2-channel curtain control module V2

4-channel curtain control module V2

Curtain motor 4 meters track

Curtain motor 5 meters track

Curtain motor 6 meters track

Curtain motor 7 meters track

70092573

70092574

70092575

70092576

70092577

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-A01-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-A03-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-A04-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-A05-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-A06-86 type

Control panel with coupler A series (1 button)

Control panel with coupler A series (3 buttons)

Control panel with coupler A series (4 buttons)

Control panel with coupler A series (5 buttons)

Control panel with coupler A series (6 buttons)

70092613

70096776

ZN-NIO-KNX-F-0202

ZN-NIO-KNX-F-0202.6

Fan coil unit control module (2-channel and 
2 ducts ,or 1-channe and 4 ducts)

Fan coil unit control module V2 (2-channel and 
2 ducts ,or 1-channe and 4 ducts)

70096770

70096771

70096772

70096773

70092557

70092558

ZN-NIO-KNX-D01-0201.6

ZN-NIO-KNX-D01-0401.6

ZN-NIO-KNX-D01-0403.6

ZN-NIO-KNX-D01-0405.6

ZN-NIO-KNX-D01-0202

ZN-NIO-KNX-D01-0402

1A 2-channel general dimming module

1A 4-channel general dimming module

3A 4-channel low voltage 12-24v
LED dimming module

5A 4-channel general dimming module

1.5A 2-channel general dimming module

1.5A 4-channel general dimming module

Intelligent Control System Product List Intelligent Control System Product List
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General dimming module Fan coil unit control module

Intelligent control panel

Curtain control module

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Power consumption: ≤5W
Output channel: 2/4/8 - channel
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 4/4/8P
Weight: 0.18/0.20/0.40kg (2/4/8 channel)

Data Detail

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Auxiliary current：≤500mA
Power consumption: ≤5W
Output channel: 2/4-channel
Rated current: 16A
Rated voltage: 250V AC(50/60Hz)
Rated power/channel: maximum 400 W/VA
Minimum load (resistive): 20W
Maximum load (resistive - inductive-capacitive): 400VA
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 4/8P (2/4 channel)  
Weight: 0.25/0.325kg (2/4 channel)

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Data Detail

Data Detail

Data Detail

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC 
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Power supply: AC 230 V ±10%, 50/60 Hz
Switching capacity of valve: 0.5 A, AC 24V - 230 V
Contact capacity of additional switch: 16 A
Contact capacity of fan switch: 8 A
Connector: 3-channel contacts (control 3 fans), 2-channel 
switch(valve control)
Categories of control: PI control (PWM & continuous)
Control mode: heating/cooling ，2 ducts or 4 ducts
Operation mode：manual or automatic
Input：2-channel, The maximum length of connection wire 
is 5 meters
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH

Near-field sensor function (optional)
Metal buttons are available for customization
Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Auxiliary current：<40mA
Induction ranges：20cm 
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃ 
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH 
Installation: 86 type bottom box with frame
Weight: 0.13/kg(1/3/4/5/6 keys)
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87000300

87000301

87000302

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-Panel 0204-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-Panel 0408-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-Panel 0510-86 type

Control panel with coupler (4 buttons)

Control panel with coupler (8 buttons)

Control panel with coupler (10 buttons)

87000303

87000304

87000305

87000306

87000307

87000308

70094548

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-EPMT2-1-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-EPMT2-2-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-EPMT3-1-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-EPMT3-2-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-EPMT5-1-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-EPMT5-2-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-D01-86 type

Air conditioner control pane with coupler 
B series (4 buttons)

Multifunctional temperature control 
panel with coupler B series (4 buttons)

Air conditioner control pane with coupler
B series (6 buttons)

Multifunctional temperature control 
panel with coupler B series (6 buttons)

Air conditioner control pane with coupler 
B series (10 buttons)

Multifunctional temperature control 
panel with coupler B series (10 buttons)

KNX Voice Panel

70092578

70092579

70092580

70092581

ZN-NIP-KNX-LCD-A98-LCD

ZN-NIP-KNX-LCD-A97-LCD

ZN-NIP-KNX-LCD-A99-LCD

ZN-NIP-KNX-LCD-A96-LCD

Air conditioner control panel A series

Underfloor heating control 
panel A series

Multifunctional temperature control 
panel A series

Music panel with 485 connector, 
no speaker included

70092582

70092583

70094549

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-B02-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-B04-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-LCD-B01-LCD

Glass intelligent control panel 
with coupler (2 buttons)

Glass intelligent control panel 
with coupler (4 buttons)

Glass temperature control panel 
with coupler
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Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Data Detail

Data Detail

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Data Detail

Near-field sensor function 
Metal buttons are available for customization
Horizontal buttons are available for customization
Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Auxiliary current：<40mA
Induction ranges：20cm 
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃ 
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH 
Installation: 86 type bottom box with frame
Weight: 0.13kg (air conditioner / underfloor heating / multifunction)

Built-in amplifier
485 connector included
SD card can be inserted, bluetooth function available
Rated operating voltage：12VDC 
Rated operating current ：3A 
Frequency response：20Hz-20KHz 
Rated power：30W 
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃ 
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH 
Installation: 86 type bottom box with frame
Weight: 0.13kg

LED informational sign
Customize icon available
485 protocol are available for customization
Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Auxiliary current：<40mA
Button：2 or 4
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃ 
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH 
Installation: 86 type bottom box with frame
Weight: 0.195kg

Metal buttons are available for customization
86 type bottom box 
Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC 
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Auxiliary current：<70mA
Induction ranges: 50cm 
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃ 
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH 

Metal buttons are available for customization
86 type bottom box 
Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC 
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Auxiliary current：<70mA
Induction ranges: 50cm 
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃ 
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH 

Data Detail

Data Detail
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70092586

70092587

70092588

ZN-NIP-KNX-PAD-04-LCD

ZN-NIP-KNX-PAD-07-LCD

ZN-NIP-KNX-PAD-10-LCD

4 inch touch screen（with IP interface）

7 inch touch screen（with IP interface）

10 inch touch screen（with IP interface）

70096781 

70096782 

70096783 

70096784 

70096785 

70096786

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-F02.6-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-F04.6-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-F06.6-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-FA2.6-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-FA4.6-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-FA6.6-86 type

Metal intelligent control panel with 
coupler F series (2 buttons)

Metal intelligent control panel with 
coupler F series (4 buttons)

Metal intelligent control panel with 
coupler F series (6 buttons)

Metal intelligent control panel with 
3-channel electric relay F series (2 buttons)

Metal intelligent control panel with 
3-channel electric relay F series (4 buttons)

Metal intelligent control panel with 
3-channel electric relay F series (6 buttons)

70096777

70096778

70096779

70096780

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-E02.6-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-E04.6-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-E06.6-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-LCD-E98.6-LCD

Intelligent control panel with coupler 
E series (2 buttons, white colour)

Intelligent control panel with coupler 
E series (4 buttons, white colour)

Intelligent control panel with coupler 
E series (4 buttons, white colour)

Temperature control panel E series

70092584

70092585

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-C04-86 type

ZN-NIP-KNX-K-C08-86 type

PC intelligent control panel with 
coupler (4 buttons)

PC intelligent control panel with 
coupler (8 buttons)

Intelligent Control System Product List Intelligent Control System Product List
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Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Data Detail

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC 
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Power supply: AC 230 V ±10 %, 50/60 Hz
Switching capacity of valve: 0.5 A, AC 24V - 230 V
Contact capacity of additional switch: 16 A
Contact capacity of fan switch: 8 A
Connector: 3-channel contacts (control 3 fans), 2-channel 
switch (valve control)
Categories of control: PI control (PWM & continuous)
Control mode：heating / cooling, 2 ducts or 4 ducts
Operation mode：manual or automatic
Input：2-channel, The maximum length of connection wire is 
5 meters
Operating temperature: -25℃~+70℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH

Data Detail

Rated voltage (KNX): 21 - 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜12mA
Power consumption (Bus): ＜360mW
Auxiliary voltage: 21~30VDC
Auxiliary current: ＜40mA
Power consumption: ＜1W
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Storage temperature: -5℃~+55℃
Transportation temperature: -25℃~+70℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 86 type bottom box with frame
IP rating: IP20

Rated voltage (KNX): 21 - 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜12mA
Power consumption (Bus): ＜360mW
Auxiliary voltage: 21~30VDC
Auxiliary current: ＜40mA
Power consumption: ＜1W
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Storage temperature: -5℃~+55℃
Transportation temperature: -25℃~+70℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 86 type bottom box with frame
IP rating: IP20

Display mode: IPS full screen
Backlight type: LED
Screen colour: 260,000 colors，RGB 18 bit 
Screen size: 4.0 inch
Screen types: capacitive touch screen
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage of APS: 24VDC
Auxiliary current of APS：＜200mA
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Touch screen
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70096787

70096789

ZN-NIP-KNX-PAD-04.6-LCD

ZN-NIP-KNX-PAD-7.6-LCD

5 inch touch screen V2

7 inch touch screen V2

ZN-NIP-KNX-S04-99-air sensor70092603 Indoor air-quality monitor 

70092589

70096790 

70096791 

70096792 

70096793

ZN-NIP-KNX-S03-01

ZN-NIP-KNX-S01-14.6

ZN-NIP-KNX-S03-15.6

ZN-NIP-KNX-S03-16.6

ZN-NIP-KNX-S02-17.6

Recessed PIR sensor with illumination function

Recessed radar sensor with constant 
illumination function

Recessed PIR sensor with constant 
illumination function

Surface PIR sensor with constant 
illumination function

Surface optical sensor with constant 
illumination function

70096787 ZN-NIP-KNX-PAD-04.6-LCD 4 inch touch screen V2
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Hardware: quad-core A7 processor, 1.0GH 
Resolution: 720*720 
Induction ranges：<30cm
Power supply (Bus): 21V-30VDC
Current (Bus): <12mA
APS: 9V-40V DC
Power consumption(APS) : <3W 
Design: anti-tamper wall installation
Installation: 86 type bottom box 
Dimension: 86*86*28.5mm (L*W*H)

Hardware: quad-core A7 processor, 1.0GH 
Resolution: 540*960
Induction ranges：<30cm
Power supply (Bus): 21V-30VDC
Current (Bus): <12mA
APS: 9V-40V DC
Power consumption(APS) : <3W 
Design: anti-tamper wall installation
Installation: 86 type bottom box 
Dimension: 140*86*28.5mm(L*W*H)

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Data Detail

Part No. Model Description

Part No. Model Description

Data Detail

Data Detail

Power supply (Bus): 21 - 30VDC 
Current (Bus): ＜12mA
Power consumption: ＜360mW
Auxiliary voltage: 30V
Auxiliary current: 3W
Dimension: 145.8*91*34.5mm(L*W*H)
Installation: 86 type bottom box with frame
IP rating: IP20

Metal buttons are available for customization
Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Auxiliary current: ＜70mA
Induction ranges: 50cm
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 86 type bottom box

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Auxiliary current: ＜70mA
Induction ranges: 50cm
Particulate matter mass concentration range: 0～500ug/ m
Particulate matter mass concentration resolution：1μg/m 
Minimum particle diameter：0.3μm
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Weight: 0.161kg

Sensor

Data Detail
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87000309 ZN-NIS-KNX-P-24V 24V auxiliary power supply

70094543 

70092604

ZN-NIS-KNX-P-0032

ZN-NIS-KNX-P-0064

320mA power module

640mA power module

70092572 ZN-NIP-KNX-M-04MK Output module (4-channel)

70092610

70096796

ZN-NIS-KNX-C-IP

ZN-NIS-KNX-C-IP.6

KNX/IP Port

KNX/IP Port V2

70092609

70096795

ZN-NIS-KNX-C-coupler

ZN-NIS-KNX-C-coupler. 6

Branch coupler

Branch coupler V2

70092569

70092570

70092571

70096794

ZN-NIP-KNX-M-0200-input module

ZN-NIP-KNX-M-0400-input module

ZN-NIP-KNX-M-0800-input module

ZN-NIP-KNX-M-1200.6-input module

Input/output interface (2-channel)

Input/output interface (4-channel)

Input/output interface (8-channel)

Input/output interface (12-channel)

ZN-NIS-KNX-P-24V

Intelligent Control System Product List Intelligent Control System Product List
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Interface and input module

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Wire length: 30cm unshield wire, can be extended up to 10M 
(Twisted, unshield wire)
Installation: recessed wall installation 86 type bottom box 
Weight: 0.025/0.030/0.045/0.060kg(2/4/8/12-channel)

Supply voltage：AC 230 V，50-60 Hz 
Output voltage：DC 24 V±1 V 
Output current：≤2.5A 
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Input voltage of contacts: 10-230V 
Impulse control current of contacts: maximum 2mA
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation 
Weight: 0.14kg

Rated voltage: 250V AC (50/60Hz)
Output voltage: DC 30V±1V 
Output current：minimum320mA, short circuit prevent
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation 
Modules: 8P
Weight: 0.30kg / 0.315 (320/640mA)

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

System components and gateway

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 24VDC
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 2P
Weight: 0.067kg

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary voltage: 9-30VDC
Auxiliary current: ＜500mA
Starting current: ≥500mA
Port: RJ45
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Weight: 0.14kg 

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail
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70092607

70094544 

70094545

ZN-NIS-KNX-G-Long

ZN-NIS-KNX-G-Long.1

ZN-NIS-KNX-G-Long.2

Mobility control gateway with timing function 1.0

Mobility control gateway with timing function 1.1

Mobility control gateway with timing function 1.2

70092605 ZN-NIS-KNX-G-IR KNX infrared gateway

70092606

70096798

70096799

ZN-NIS-KNX-G-DALI

ZN-NIS-KNX-G-DALI.6

ZN-NIS-KNX-G-DALI2.6

KNX DALI 1-channel, 64 group

KNX DALI 1-channel, 64 group V2

KNX DALI 2-channel, 128 group

70094546 ZN-NIS-KNX-G-IP KNX/IPnon-standard configuration gateway

70094547 ZN-NIS-KNX-G-485 KNX/485 gateway

70092608 ZN-NIS-KNX-G-Tran Central air-conditioner gateway

70092611

70096797

ZN-NIS-KNX-C-Router

ZN-NIS-KNX-C-Router.6

KNX/IP Router

KNX/IP Router (network, no filter table)  V2

70092612

70096801

ZN-NIS-KNX-C-USB

ZN-NIS-KNX-G-USB.6

USB Port

USB Port V2

ZN-NIS-KNX-C-USB

Intelligent Control System Product List Intelligent Control System Product List
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Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model Description

Data Detail

Data Detail

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 2P 
Weight: 0.085kg

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary operating voltage: 24VDC 
Auxiliary operating current: <50mA 
Number of ports：4 
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Modules: 4P 
Weight: 0.124kg

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary operating voltage: 9-30VDC 
Auxiliary operating current: <500mA 
Port: RJ45
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Weight: 0.14kg

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary operating voltage: 9-30VDC 
Auxiliary operating current: <500mA 
Starting current: ≥500mA 
Port: KNX/TCP/IP, 485, 232 (according to specific model)
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Weight: 0.14/0.225/0.225kg(1.0/1.1/1/2)

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Port: 485
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Weight: 0.14kg

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Port: 485, air conditioner connector
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation
Weight: 0.12kg

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary operating voltage: 9-30VDC 
Auxiliary operating current: <500mA 
Starting current：≥500mA
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation 
Weight: 0.26kg

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH 
Connection type：USB port
Weight: 0.1kg

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail
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70096803 ZN-NIS-KNX-G-IRX.6 Infrared receiver

NETx BMS Server 2.0 Central control software (including 1000 OPC points)

NETx BMS Server 2.0 Central control software (including 2500 points) 

NETx BMS Server 2.0 Central control software (including 10000 points)

70096802 ZN-NIS-KNX-G-IRF.6 Surface installation infrared transmitter

70096800 ZN-NIS-KNX-T-TIME.6 KNX 4 channel timing module
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System software

Rated voltage (KNX): 30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Current (KNX): ＜10mA
Auxiliary operating voltage: 9-30VDC 
Auxiliary operating current: <500mA 
Starting current：≥500mA
Operating temperature: -5℃~+45℃
Operating humidity: 5%~95%RH
Installation: 35mm DIN track installation 
Weight: 0.14kg

It is a software platform to be used for connecting the KNX system and 
other third-party system (such as building control system). 

The software are designed to be used in conjunction with KNXnet/IP 
interface or KNX/IP gateway.

Software operating environment: WIN7 and other systems

Power supply: operating voltage 21~30VDC (Bus transfer scheme)
Quiescent current: <8mA 
Dynamic current: <20mA 
Stand-by power consumption: <240mW 
Output: 4 independent channel
Emission angle: <45° 
Infrared wavelengths: 940nm 
Operating temperature range: -5℃~45℃ 
Storage temperature range: -25℃~55℃ 
Transport temperature range: -25℃~70℃ 
Dimension: 46mmx46mmx11.7mm 

Power supply : USB power
Frequency: 20KH-60KH 
Receiving angle: <30
Operating temperature range: -5℃~45℃ 
Storage temperature range: -25℃~55℃ 
Transport temperature range: -25℃~70℃ 

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Data Detail Data Detail

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail

Part No. Model DescriptionData Detail
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60106514 60106517

60106518
60106515

60106516

DRI220-10-015~025-PDHH（0-10V dimming） DRI220-18-030~045-PDHH（DALI dimming）

DRI220-30-025~070-PDHH (0-10V dimming)
DRI220-10-015~025-PDHH（DALI dimming）

DRI220-18-030~045-PDHH（0-10V dimming）

Dimmer switch selector table

Please check position of the dimmer switch before use

1 2

ON

ON
ON
ON

Input 
power

Input: 200-240V ~ 50/60Hz       0.1A Max     =0.95λ
Input: 50V MAX Other data please refer the shown table below

6.3W
7.35W
8.4W

10.5W

150mA
175mA
200mA
250mA

3-42VDC8.0W

3-42VDC
3-42VDC

3-42VDC
10.4W
12.8W

9.2W

Output
current

Output
voltage

Maximum 
output power

Dimmer switch selector table

Please check position of the dimmer switch before use

1 2

ON

ON
ON
ON

Input 
power

Input: 200-240V ~ 50/60Hz       0.1A Max     =0.95λ
Input: 50V MAX Other data please refer the shown table below

6.3W
7.35W
8.4W

10.5W

150mA
175mA
200mA
250mA

3-42VDC8.0W

3-42VDC
3-42VDC

3-42VDC
10.4W
12.8W

9.2W

Output
current

Output
voltage

Maximum 
output power

Dimmer switch selector table

Please check position of the dimmer switch before use

1 2

ON

ON
ON
ON

Input 
power

Input: 200-240V ~ 50/60Hz       0.15A Max     =0.95λ
Input: 50V MAX Other data please refer the shown table below

12.6W
14.7W
16.8W
18.0W

300mA
350mA
400mA
450mA

3-42VDC15.0W

3-42VDC
3-40VDC

3-42VDC
19.8W
21.2W

17.4W

Output
current

Output
voltage

Maximum 
output power
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Part No. ModelData Detail Part No. ModelData Detail

Part No. ModelData Detail
Part No. ModelData Detail

Dimmer switch selector table

Please check position of the dimmer switch before use

1 2

ON

ON
ON
ON

Input 
power

Input: 200-240V ~ 50/60Hz       0.1A Max     =0.95λ
Input: 50V MAX Other data please refer the shown table below

12.6W
14.7W
16.8W
18.0W

300mA
350mA
400mA
450mA

3-42VDC15.0W

3-42VDC
3-40VDC

3-42VDC
19.8W
21.2W

17.4W

Output
current

Output
voltage

Maximum 
output power

1 2 3 4

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON
ON

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON
ON
ON

ON
ON

10.5W

18.9W

12.6W

21.0W

14.7W

23.1W

27.3W

16.8W

25.2W

29.4W

250mA

450mA

300mA

500mA

350mA

550mA

650mA

400mA

600mA

700mA

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

12.7W

21.9W

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

17.4W

26.5W

31.3W

19.5W

28.9W

33.7W

14.9W

24.3W

Dimmer switch selector table

Please check position of the dimmer switch before use

Input: 200-240V ~ 50/60Hz       0.2A Max     =0.95λ
Input: 50V MAX Other data please refer the shown table below

Input 
power

Output
current

Output
voltage

Maximum 
output power
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60106519

60106520

DRI220-30-025~070-PDHH (DALI dimming)

DRI220-42-060~110-PDHH (0-10V dimming)

60106521 DRI220-42-060~110-PDHH (DALI dimming) 
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Part No. ModelData Detail Part No. ModelData Detail

Part No. ModelData Detail

1 2 3 4

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON
ON

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON
ON
ON

ON
ON

10.5W

18.9W

12.6W

21.0W

14.7W

23.1W

27.3W

16.8W

25.2W

29.4W

250mA

450mA

300mA

500mA

350mA

550mA

650mA

400mA

600mA

700mA

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

12.7W

21.9W

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

17.4W

26.5W

31.3W

19.5W

28.9W

33.7W

14.9W

24.3W

Dimmer switch selector table

Please check position of the dimmer switch before use

Input: 200-240V ~ 50/60Hz       0.2A Max     =0.95λ
Input: 50V MAX Other data please refer the shown table below

Input 
power

Output
current

Output
voltage

Maximum 
output power

1 2 3 4

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON
ON

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON
ON
ON

ON
ON

25.2W

35.7W

29.4W

37.8W

31.5W

39.9W

42W

33.6W

42W

41.8W

600mA

850mA

700mA

900mA

750mA

950mA

1050mA

800mA

1000mA

1100mA

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

29W

41W

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

36W

46W

48W

39W

48W

48W

34W

43W

Dimmer switch selector table

Please check position of the dimmer switch before use

Input: 200-240V ~ 50/60Hz       0.2A Max     =0.95λ
Input: 50V MAX Other data please refer the shown table below

Input 
power

Output
current

Output
voltage

Maximum 
output power

1 2 3 4

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON
ON

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON
ON
ON

ON
ON

25.2W

35.7W

29.4W

37.8W

31.5W

39.9W

42W

33.6W

42W

41.8W

600mA

850mA

700mA

900mA

750mA

950mA

1050mA

800mA

1000mA

1100mA

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

29W

41W

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

3-42VDC

36W

46W

48W

39W

48W

48W

34W

43W

Dimmer switch selector table

Please check position of the dimmer switch before use

Input: 200-240V ~ 50/60Hz       0.2A Max     =0.95λ
Input: 50V MAX Other data please refer the shown table below

Input 
power

Output
current

Output
voltage

Maximum 
output power
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